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BALTIMORE MEETING

The 1982 annual meeting will be held at 10:00 a. m., Tuesday, December 28,
1982, in Room 311 of Baltimore's Convention Center. One of the papers to be
presented at that meeting is contained in this issue, that by Sapontzis. The
other three papers will be published in the December issue.
1983 MEETI NG TOPIC and CALL FOR PAPERS
The topic for the 1983 meeting will be the relation between 'animal liberation'
and envir'onmental ethics.
Is concern for the welfare of individual animals com
compatible with the ascription of independent moral value to species, ecosystems, and
similar entities? If so, how? If not, which side has to give? Papers are due to
the Editor by April 15, 1983. Those papers selected will be published in the Sep
September and December, 1983, issues of Ethics & Animals.
CALL FOR REVI EWS
All members of the SSEA are hereby reminded that the list of 'Reviews
Needed' in each issue of E&A constitutes an open invitation to submit reviews of
the listed works. Very few reviews have been received recently. Get on it.
ONCE AGAIN ON LIBRARIES
Does your library subscribe to E&A?
very cheap.)

If not, why not?

(It is, after all,

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
All material submitted for publication in Ethics & Animals should be
addressed to the Editor. Reviews and articles should be typed, on one side
of the paper only. One copy is sufficient for all submissions except arti
articles, of which three copies are requested.
Reviews, reports, directory
entries, and other such matter are screened only by the E&A staff, but
art/de manuscripts are evaluated by 'blind' referees.
To facilitate such
'blind' reviewing of articles the author's name should not appear on the
manuscript, but should be on a separate sheet of paper which also bears the
title of article. If possible, authors should also remove internal references
which would identify them (such as "as I argued in my article on animal lib
liberation in The Jou rnal of Beasts").
Such references can be re-inserted
before publication.

